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SUMMART 

An analyaiß of the thermopile radiometer as used in the 
measurement of irradiation and radiant power interchange is 
given.  The theory of the instrument when used to measure 
irradiation and net radiant power interchange is developed, 
and the precautions to be observed when using it for these 
measurements are presented.  Descriptions of the types used 
are given. 

It WAS found that accurate measurements of irradiation 
or net radiant power interchange could be obtained by always 
allowing sufficient time for the readings to become constant 
and by arranging the system so that the front of the housing 
is not brought closer than twice the housing length to any 
reflecting surface.  By observing these precautions when using 
the radiometers, the absolute error of any measurement of ir- 
radiation may be made very email.  If these precautions are 
observed, the procedure in making a measurement of irradiation 
is to point the radiometer in a given direction',* obtain the 
thermopile electromotive force and the housing temperature by 
means of a potentiometer or other voltage—measuring device, 
and evaluate the results obtained in the following manner: 

of the radiometer 
constant of the 

The irradiation is given by the product of the millivolts 
generated by the thermopile and a constant of the thermopile 
plus the product of the absolute temperature 
housing raised to the fourth power and a 

*In thiB report a measurement of irradiation (or net power 
exchange by radiation) in a given direction refers to a meas- 
urement of power incident (or exchanged) in a solid angle 
(fraction of space) equal to that seen by the radiometer re- 
ceiver (T0< R  of half space). 
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radiometer.  This sum will indicate the actual irradiation 
of the thermopile receiver "by the source "viewed" includ- 
ing any gaseous radiation that may he present. 

INTRODUCTION 

Suitahle Instruments to evaluate the magnitudes of the 
several modes of heat transfer will aid in affecting .a more 
preoise thermal analysis on heat transfer systems.. 

A complete heat "balance on an airplane or any of its 
parts requires a knowledge of the heat ahsorhed.- and- lost "by 
radiation.  Besides data on the emisslvities of the surfaces 
involved (reference 1), it is necessary to know the magni- 
tude of the radiation incident upon any surface (irradiation). 
The thermopile radiometer provides a simple, rugged instru- 
ment to measure this Irradiation. 

Several thermopile radiometers of the plated junction 
type have been constructed and used at the University of 
California (reference 2).  Recently, because of the require- 
ments of certain problems which have been encountered, it 
was decided to investigate the possibilities of improving 
the design of the sensitive elements.  As a result, it is 
now possible to build thermopile radiometers having much 
smaller Dhyslcal dimensions and the same or greater sensi- 
tivities than the former units referred to above.  Tor 
example, one of the older units, having an admittance angle 
of approximately l6° was h1/a    inches in diameter and llya 
inches long.  A new unit, having the same admittance angle 
and approximately the same sensitivity, is 1 inch in dia- 
meter and approximntely UVa inches long.  (See photographs, 
figures 3 to 6.) 

This report presents an analysis of the operation of the 
compensated type thermopile radiometer and a description of 
some of its uses, inoludlng the measurement of irradiation 
and the measurement of net radiant cower interchange. 

The program of research upon which this report is based, 
conducted in the Spectro-Ttadiometrlc Laboratory of the Depart- 
ment of Mechanical Engineering of the University of California, 
was sponsored by and conducted with the financial assistance 
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
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DISCUSSIOU 

Description 

The thermopile radiometers are constructed as follows: 

A metal cylinder is made with a removable plug or cover 
plate at one end, as shown in figure 1.  The thermopile ele- 
ment is placed in the end of the cylinder, either as part of 
the removable plug or attached directly to the cylinder, so 
that the receiving surface of the thermopile faces the open 
end of the cylinder.  One of the smaller models is eauipped 
with a handle so that It may he used as a portable field In- 
strument.  The larger models are mounted on heavy bases and 
though not as portable, they are often more useful for labo- 
ratory purposes; the heavy housing provides a more stable 
datum and tends to reduce drifts.  The exterior surfaces of 
the radiometer housings are chromium plated to provide a 
durable Burface which has and maintains a high reflectivity. 
A thermocouple is peened into the housing for use in determi- 
nation of the housing temperature. 

For a more detailed discussion of the construction of 
plated—Junction—type thermopiles, see reference 2. 

Calibration 

The radiometer may be calibrated with the use of a.tung- 
sten filament lamp which has been aged and calibrated against 
a radiation standard, or with an ideal radiator ("hohlraum"), 
or with any source of radiation the emissive power of which 
is known and for which the Irradiation at the thermopile may 
be computed.  For the thermopiles constructed it has been 
found that the electromotive force generated is directly 
proportional to the irradiation over a large range of values. 
Three or four points obtained with the calibrating sourco 
will yield an accurate calibration.  This method of calibra- 
tion deponds on the fact (experimentally determined) that the 
thermopile receiver element absorbs independently of the vari- 
ous wavelengths emitted by the source. 
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— Thermopile 

Thermopile rapports 

T-Metal cylinder 
i-r-i I itS-m ß i i i i i n it irr, 

Thermopile leads Line of eight 

V 
? i t / / t\-rr-r-r-r-i i 1 > > > > r i > > > > 

V. Thermopile receiver 

Plug 

Thermopile receiver surface 
(blackened) 

Note: Inside of cylinder ia blackened 
with a mixture of lampblack aiifl  turpentine 

and then sooted. 

lig. 1 

Measurement of Irradiation 

A fundamental form of the equation to be used with the 
compensated type thermopile radiometer is 

G0 = Z (IT) + r0 a T% 

or 

where 

<*o - ro^ E a Th* - K <BV) 

G0        irradiation   of   thermopile   due   to   radiant   energy  enter- 
ing   opening   in  housing 

E a   constant   of   thermopile 

mv       electromotive  force   generated  by  thermopile  (for   lero 
current   flow) 
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F0 „- a     fraction  of  power  leaving front   surface   of  receiver 
element   which  goes   out   through  opening (shape 
modulus) 

a Stefan—Bolt«mann  radiation   constant 

Tjj absolute  temperature   of  radiometer  housing 
(postulated   to  "be uniform) 

ThiB   equation  also   applies   to   the non—compensated*   type 
of   thermopile   if  the   cold   junctions   are  kept   at   the  housing 
temperature  and   if   the  housing remains   at   air   temperature. 
(See  appendix A  for   a  derivation   of   this   equation.') 

When the radiometer is directed toward a source or a 
surface, the radiant energy coming into the instrument is 
composed   of   the   following« 

(l)   The   energy  which  would  he   present   if   the   radiometer 
were   removed 

(s)   The   energy  which   originates   at   the  radiometer  and 
is   reflected   hack   into   the   same   instrument   minus 
that   energy   which   would  have   beon  reflected   into 
the  radiometer   if   it   had   not   been   shielded  from 
the   surface   by   the  housing 

It   is   actually  dosired   to  measure   term  (l)   only  (re- 
ferred   to   in   append IT   B   as      G-1 ) ,   tut   the   radiometer   meas- 
ures   term   (l)   plus   tern   (2)   (referred   to   in   this   report   as 
G-   ) ,      In   other   words,   term   (2)   nv.st   be  made  very   small; 
then     G-0     may   be  used  as    if   It   were   the   desired   quantity. 
Term   (2)   may   be  made  very   snail   if   the   radiometer   is   locat- 
ed  at   a  distance  which   is   <ri<?aber    than   twloe   its   length 
from   the   source   or   the   surface.     Uudir   these   conditions, 
the  absolute   error   duo   lo   the   r ef'J ec'j ed   energy   from  a  per- 
fectly  reflecting  dir.fube   surface   will   be   Less   than     F0<—£ 
(FQ ^j fl  a   T^   ).      (See   appendix  B   for   the  proof.) 

*In   a   compensated—typo   thermopile  both   sets   of   junc- 
tions   are   so   constructed   and   diopoaed   as   to  be   similarly 
affected   by   changes   in   the   air   temperature.      In   the   non- 
compensated  type  the   cold  junctions   are  kept   at   a   constant 
temperature,   and  the   enif   generated   is   dependent   on  the  air 
temperatur e. 
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If the temperature distribution along the housing Is 
not uniform, an electromotive foroe ma7 "be generated even 
though  (JQ — JQ < £ a  3?n   is equal to aero because the 
irradiation of the hot and cold junctions will not he eaual. 
It is "because of this requirement that the radiometer hous- 
ing is made of a material having a high thermal conductiv- 
ity and a rather large mass.  When use is made of the 
radiometer, many difficulties will he eliminated if suffi- 
cient time is allowed for the housing to come to equilib- 
rium with the surroundings.  Usually, only a few minutes 
are necessary to attain this condition,  factors that might 
cause an uneven temperature distribution along the housing 
should be avoided: for example, a hand placed on the hous- 
ing while data are being taken. 

Measurement of Net Exchange of Power by Badiation 

The net exchange of power by radiation between a sur- 
face and the surroundings (the heat loss by radiation of a 
surface) may be obtained with the radiometer if the sur- 
roundings may be considered as having uniform emmissive 
power.  The question whether the surroundings are uniform 
enough for this measurement may be determined by sighting 
the radiometer at the surroundings and noting any high in- 
tensity sources.  If there are any such sources, the pro- 
cedure outlined in the following paragraph should be fol- 
lowed.  For the case where the surroundings are uniform, 
equation (19) in appendix B shows that if tho radiometer 
is pointed at the surface in question and "sees" only this 
surface and then is pointed at the surroundings in the 
opposite direction, the difference in readings will give 

I xj .«. = Z <mvsurface ~ mvsurroundings> 

which is the net exchange by radiation between a surface 
and the surroundings if the surroundings absorb and radiate 
as an ideal radiator.  (See reference.3, ch. XVIII, p. SO.) 
This equation applies only if the radiometer is used as 
specified under Measurement of Irradiation and also satis- 
fies the condition of "seeing" only the surface in question 
when pointed at it.  In other words, the surface sighted 
at must have an area at least large enough to cover the 
circle which would be seen by the radiometer receiver de- 
ment.  (See appendix B for derivation.) 
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Tor the oaae where the surroundings do not radiate 
uniformly, other methods must be used.  If data are avail- 
able on the emlssivity of the surface in question, it is 
poBBible to obtain its radiant -power loss "by measuring its 
temperature.  The power loss in any direction for any sur- 
face is its apparent emissive power in this direction times 
the shape modulus for the desired direction minus the ab- 
sorbed power, or 

(l)net c ea T4 T0^_H - a a0 

where  00  
1B
 the value obtained with the radiometer. 

This equation refers to an exchange of radiant power 
in that portion of space defined by the shape modulus 
T  _2  only.  Therefore, the power referred to is the 

emissive power of the body € a T4  times  F0 * B*  ** 
should be noted that €     and  a  in this equation are not 
necessarily equal.* 

In all measurements of irradiation, the result ob- 
tained is referred to a surface normal to the axis of the 
radiometer.  If the radiometer axis makes an angle  ep  with 
the normal to the surface, on which the magnitude of the 
Irradiation is desired, the incident -nower r>er  unit are« is 
obtained by multit>lying the result by cos cp. 

COFCLTJSIOFS 

1.  To make a measurement of irradiation: 

(a) Point the radiometer at the object, keeping the 
front surface of the housing at least two 
radiometer lengths away from the nearest 
surface. 

(b) After allowing time for the readings to become 
constant, take the housing temperature and 
the thermopile electromotive force readings. 

•The emlssivity (and consequently the absorptivity) is 
a function of wavelength, and, since the energy distribution 
corresponding to the incident and emitted energy is not nec- 
essarily the same, it may be neoessary to use different fac- 
tors:  £  for the over-all emlssivity corresponding to  T, 
and  a  for the absorptivity corresponding to the distri- 
bution of  0O' 
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(c)   Substitute  these  values   in   the   equation 

<J0  f -K .(I»T)   + T0 ^_ H a   Th
4  

2. To make a measurement of the gain or loss of radiant 
power in a given direction by a body which receives an equal 
amount of radiation from all directions in half space: 

(a) Check by sighting in several directions (as out- 
lined in l(a) and 1(b)) to determine whether 
this condition is approximately true. If it 
is not, refer to paragraph 3, which follows. 

(b) Holding the radiometer near the body under consid- 
eration, sight at the surroundings in the de- 
sired direction and follow the procedure of 
1(a), l(b), and 1(c).  Turn the radiometer 
through 180°, sighting at the body, and repeat 
the procedure of 1(a), l(b), and l(c). 

(c) The value of  G0  obtained when sighted at the 
body minus the value of  G-0  obtained when 
sighting at the surroundings is the radiant 
power IOBS by the body in the direction re- 
ferred to.  The equation is 

(jOnet = K [(mT)surface ~ (mvSurroundings J 

(d) This method applies only if, when sighting the 
radiometer at the surface in question, the 
radiometer soes only the surface and yet sat- 
isfies condition 1(a). 

3, To make a measurement of the gain or loss of 
radiant power in a given direction by a body under any 
circumstances (Including that of paragraph 2), the follow- 
ing procedure may be used: 

(a) Obtain the irradiation of the body as outlined 
in 1(a), 1(b), and l( c).  Call this  &Q. 

(b) Measure the temperature of the surface of the 
body  t.  by means of a thermocouple or other 
device» 
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(c) On the basis of other data, or on the has Is of 
experience, approximate the emissivity of the 
surface c.    ,_  ^.„.  .... 

(d) The radiant loss in a given direction is then 

University of California, 
Berkeley, Calif., October 19, 1944. 

APPENDIX A 

EXAMPLES OS1 THE USE OT THE THEEMOPILE EADICMETEE 

In the following examples the case of a pilot in an 
airplane cabin is considered.  The examples are dependent 
on each other, the final result being a radiant heat bal- 
ance on the pilot. 

In all irradiation measurements referred to in this 
and the following section of this appendix, it is assumed 
that the radiometer is hold normal to the surface.  If it 
is held at an angle  CD to the normal of the surface» then the 
results should be multiplied by cos op  in order to obtain 
the power per unit area of surface. 

Example 1. Measurement of Irradiation 

A pilot is seated behind a windshield receiving the 
direct radiation (normal to the window) of the sun,  It is 
desired to measure the irradiation of the pilot due to the 
energy of the sun which is transmitted through the window. 
(Actually, the irradiation is by the sun and the small 
amount of sky seen by the radiometer.) 

(a) The radiometer, which has been in the airplane 
cabin for about 5 minutes or more (during which time the 
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cabin conditionB have not changed), is placed in front of 
the nan and sighted in the direction of the sun, keeping 
the radiometer at least two radiometer lengths owy from 
the window. After sufficient time is allowed for all 
emf's -bo "become constant, the temperature of the radiom- 
eter housing and the emf generated by the thermopile are- 
obtained by means   of  a portable potentiometer.* 

(b)   The   irradiation  of  the man  then  is   equal  to 

G0  = K(mv)  +  V0<^. a a  T*houeing 

A   typical   case   would  be  as   follows Y 

Btu 
K (constant of the radiometer) = 7.00  g  

hr   ft     nv 

F0<*—£  (shape  modulus of radiometer) »   0.08 

»a     Btu 
a   (Stefan—Boltaaann constant) = 0.173 X 10" 

hr   ft8  (°H)4 

If   the   emf   generated   in   this     case  were  42.0  mv   and   the 
housing   temperature   20°   P,   the   irradiation   intercepted  by 
the radiometer  would   be 

G0   =   7.00   X   42.0  +   0.02   X   0.173   X   lo""  (20   +   460)* 

Btu 
=   294.0  +   1.83   =   295.8   —-5 

hr   ft8 

*If   a  portable  potentiometer   is   not   available,   a  sen- 
sitive millivoltmoter  may   be used        l'he   emf   generated 

(mv)   then  would  be   equal   to     Bm ,     where     Em     is 
Hm 

tho millivolt   reading   of   the meter,     Rn     resistance   of   the 
meter,   and     E^     resistance   of the   radiometer   thermopile. 
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Example 2 

Measurement of Radiant Power Loss, Surroundings uniform 

It is desired to measure the power loss "by radiation 
of a man in an airplane.  The airplane is on the ground, 
sun behind it. 

(a) The radiometer, after having "been in the cabin 
for several minutes, is sighted about the cabin in the 
various directions that the man sees on the side desired. 
(That is, the man is considered to consist of two flat 
sides, and- the portion of space seen by one side is half 
space.)  If the readings obtained (allowing sufficient 
time for each reading to become constant) are nearly 
uniformt the average of the readings is noted.  The radi- 
ometer is then Bightcd at the man, and the reading is 
noted.  In all measurements the radiometer is kept at 
least two lengths away from the nearest surface.  When 
sighting at the man, though, it must be close enourh to 
see only the man, but still be at least two lengths nway 
from him. 

(b) The net loss by the man in the given direction 
is then 

G 
qN   - r 1 
A>net   ~    * |_^mv'man —  ^mv'surroundingsJ 

A   typical   case   would  be   as   follows: 

(If   the   cabin  wall   temperature   =   120    P) 

Btu 
Z  =   7.00 

hr  ft3  mv 

T0<fr_E  =   0.02 

Emf   when  sighting  at   surroundings   =   O.C 

Imf  when  sighting at  man  = —0.171  mv 

Btu Therefore,   the   radiant   heat   loss   is     —7X0.171= —1.20 
hr   ft* 
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This  value  refers   to  the  power  lost   to  that  portion  of 
apace  defined  "by    JQ< H.     Therefore   the  total   loss   to 
one—half   apace   is   this   value  divided   by    I0< B. 

If similar readings are obtained in all directions when 
sighting at the man, his total heat loss to one side by 
radiation   is   then 

-1.20 -1.20 Btu 
V0< p. 0.02 hr  ft8 

or, in other words, he receives a net amount of radiation 
of 60 Btu/hr fta. 

Example 3. Radiant Power (Jain in Nonuniform Surroundings 

It is desirod to obtain the total radiant power 
exchange of a pilot seated behind a windshield, facing in- 
to the sun, 

(a) Pirat, the total irradiation of the pilot will 
be obtained.  It will be assumed that the cabin may be 
divided into two sections, the front and the rear.  The 
front surface »f the pilot is exposed to the front cabin 
section.  Also, since the solid angle aeen by the radiom- 
eter when viewing the BUD takes up such a small section 
of the space seen by the front surface of the pilot, it 
is assuted that the whole front cabin section (including 
the window) is aeen by the front surface of the pilot. 
The irradiated surfaces will be divided up as follows: 

(Assume the total area subject to radiation as equal to 
15.5 sq ft. Bee reference *f•). 

Receiving radiation from the sun 4 ft 

Roceiving radiation from front wall sections 8 ft" 

Receiving radiation from rear wall section . 4Va fts 

In contact with seat 3 fta 

(4 ft  receives radiation from sun and walls) 

The total area receiving radiation is, therefore, 12.5 fta. 
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With  the  same  Radiometer  aa   In   example  1,   the  follow- 
ing readings   are  obtained! 

When  sighted at  front  wall  section » —0.12 mv, 

BO  that 

a0   -  -  (0.12 X   7.0)   +   1.83   =   0.99   Btu/hr   fta 

When-sighted  at  rear   wall   Bection  = —  0.098   IT, 

BO   that 

fl0   =  -  (0.098  X   7.0)   +   1.83   =   1.15   Btu/hr   ft* 

When   sighted  at   sun  =   42.0 mv 

so  that 

G0 = (42.0 X 7.0) + 1.83 = 295.8 Btu/hr fts 

(as in example l) 

The  apparent   emissive  power   of   any  surface  sighted 
at   is     ^e/I"o< E'     an0-   *ne   to**!   irradiation   from uni- 
formly radiating  surroundings   is   equal   to the   emissive 
power   of the   surroundings. 

Therefore,   the   total  radiant   power   incident   on   the 
pilot   is 

4   X   295.8   +   8 X   •°-^9. +   4.5  lii5. =   n84  +   396  +   259 
0.02 0.02 

•   1839   Btu/hr 

This   would  be   equivalent   t# an  average   irradiation   of 

•lS^  «   147   Btu/hr   ft8 

The  surface  of  the man will be   considered  to  be a 
gray  body (so   that   the   emissivity   1B   equal  t~o   the   absorp- 
tivity).      On   the  basis   of   other   data  (reference-l)   as 
approximation   of the   emissivity  of   the pilot's   clothing 
must   be made,   and the   surface   temperature   obtained,   by 
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use   of   a  touch  thermocouple.     The  value   of     €,     a,      Is   tak- 
en  as   0.90  and  the pilot's   olothes   temperature   as   80°  V\ 
the.net   loss   by  the pilot   is  then _ 

'.90|o. nzfmT)   -  147ll3.5  -  (132 -  132)   12.5   =   0  Btu/hr 
V.100/ JJ 

That   la,   the   net   loss   of   radiant   power   by  the  pilot   is 
0  Btu/hr,   or   an  average  value   of   0  Btu/hr  ft8. 

In  a typical,   comfortably  heated  room,   the  radiant   lose 
by a man   is   about   180  Btu/hr   over   an   area  of   15.5   square 
feet,   or   12  Btu/hr   ft2,   and the   convective  loss   is   about 
120 Btu/hr   over   an  area   of   19.6   square  feet,   or   6  Btu/hr ft8, 
BO   that   the   elimination   ef   the  radiant   loss   is   an   important 
factor.     (See   reference ^.) 

If   it   is   desired*    to   evaluate   the  total   irradiation 
on  a surface   in  surroundings   the   emissive power   of  which 
varies   greatly  with  angle,   it   is   suggestod  that   the  pro- 
cedure   outlined   in  reference   3   (ch.   XVIIT,   pp.   45—50)   bo 
followed. 

APPENDIX   B 

THEORY GOVERNING THE USE OF THE THERMOPILE RADIOMETER 

SYMBOLS 

A        area of a surface, ft8 

E        emissive power of an ideal radiator at the tem- 
perature of the si 
= c T , Btu/hr ft' 
perature of the surface under consideration 

'a<—b   shape medulus, the fraction of energy originally 
leaving a perfectly diffusing surface  b  of 
uniform temperature which reaches a surface  a 
before any reflections have taken place; the 
numbers of the various surfaces referred to 
are inserted in place of  a  and  b. 

G-a       irradiation of thermopile due to the radiant 
energy coming through the opening in the hous- 
ing, Btu/hr ft3 
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G*   the portion of  G   which would he present if the 
radiometer were removed: the valuo desirod, 
Btu/hr ft8 

K    constant of radiometer thermopile, Btu/hr fta mv 

I distance from front of radiometer to nearest reflect- 
ing surface in diroct line of "sight" of radiom- 
eter , ft 

L    distance from thermopile to front of radiometer 
housing, ft 

mv electromotive force generated by thermopile, mv 

n l/L 

q heat transferred, Btu/hr 

t temperature,  F 

T absolute temperaturo (t + 460) ,  R 

Z (l-e1)(l-es) T3< 1 x rK 3 

ß error   term   in  radiometer   equation 

e emissivity   of   a   surface   (all   surfaces   ar«   treated 
as   if     e      wore   independent   of   wavelength) 

9 angle   betweon  normal   to   surface  and  axis   of   radiom— 
etor,   deg 

ox   *        „   -,..                          .     .        0.173  X   io"B   Btu     , _ a Stefan—Bolt.zmann   constant,      2      (See 
hr   ftB  (°R) 

International   Critical   Tables.) 

Subscripts 

0 opening of radiometer housing 

H    radiometer receiver element 

1 Bane as  E 

8    surface 2 in fig. 1 
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3 surface 3 *n fig. 1 

4 surfaoe h   in fig. 1 

Measurement of Irradiation 

The equation  0Q = K(mv) + P0 ^_ JJ o Tn
4  may "be 

derived as follows: 

Firstt Imagine the radiometer housing to he closed 
at the frost, and the thermopile connected to a device 
(such as a potentiometer) which indicates the emf gener- 
ated hy the thermopile.  Under this condition the output 
of the thermopile will he zero, since "both Junctions of 
the thermopile will he irradiated equally.  (See refer- 
ence 1 for a more detailed picture of the actual con- 
struction.)  If the front opening is removed, the junctions 
facing in this direction will receive less radiation from 
the housing than the shielded junctions; the amount less 
"being the radiation that would have been received from this 
hypothetical fron'c cover.  This amount would he  P0 ^_ R a  Tn

4 • 
This may he visualized as a negative irradiation of the junc- 
tions exposed to the housing opening equal to  -T0 <_..H O~ Th4-. 
Owing to irradiation from external sources  (J0,  the total 
irradiation falling on the exposed junctions is greater than 
that falling on the shielded junctions hy the -»mount 
OQ - ?o-«—H CT ^h *•  Consequently, the reading on the mea- 
suring device will he proportional to this auantity. 

In the foregoing expression, the emissivity of the 
housing was taken as unity.  This can he shown to he very 
nearly true because of the following: 

(1) The hack surface of a long cylinder (length to 
diameter ratio 1.9) the surface of which has an emissivity 
of 0,75 radiates and absorbs as if its emissivity were O.PQ. 
(See reference 5«) 

(2) The length to diameter ratio of the radiometers 
used was approximately 3.?. 

0,9. 
(3)   The   emissivity  of   th.9   surface was   approximately 
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It  follows  from  the  foregoing  that   the  output   of  the 
radiometer   is   proportional   to   the   exchange  of   radiant  power 
between  the   sources   seen  "by  the  thermopile  through  the hous- 
ing  opening  and  a hypothetical   surface   of   the   same   emissive 
power   as  the  radiometer  housing placed  in  the  position   of 
the  thermopile  receiver   element. * 

In   the  remainder   of   this   appendix the  term     G-0     and 
the  net   interchange   term     <J0 - T0 ^  a a In

4      will   he  dis- 
cussed:   the  surfaces in  fig.   2 will   he referred   to  by number. 
The   configuration  shown   in  fig.   2   is   ono   commonly   encoun- 
tered:   by   considering  surface 3   to   be   composed   of   several 
parts,   none   of   which  see   the  other,   the  system  may  be made 
to  apply   to  many  cases.     By  combining  a number   of   surfaces 
in   the  direct   line   of   sight   of   the  ladiometor   into   one   equiv- 
alent   surface,   the  analysis  presented  hero nay  be  mado   to 
apply  to   almost   any   system.     Although  such   equivalent  methods 
may not   be   exact,   they   are   extrenely useful   in  practice.     Ho- 
gardless   of   the  distribution   of   radiation from   the   surround- 
ings,   it   must   be  remembered   Shat   the   radiometer   always   indi- 
cates   the   actual   irradiation   incident;   on   the   thermopile  re- 
ceiver   element,   including  any  gaseous   radiation   which  nay  bo 
present. 

\ Radiometer housing  (surface 2) _ *•— surface 3 

Thermopile  (surface l) 

\ 
Surroundings (surface 4) 

Figure 2. 

!••• Ill 
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The thermal system is baaed upon the following postu- 
lates : 

1. All surfaces are perfectly diffusing. 

2. All surfaces are opaque. 

3. All surfaces are uniform in temperature. 

4. Surfaces 1 and 3 are a sufficient distance apart 
that each point on surface 1 is essentially 
equidistant from each point on surface 3. 

5. The exterior of the radiometer housing is per- 
fectly reflecting. 

6. The emissivity of each surface is uniform with 
temperature and wavelength. 

7. The surroundings (in addition to the housinr in- 
terior) have an emissivity of unity. 

8. The intervening gaseous mediums are non—absorbing 
and non—radiating. 

The   above—listed   conditions   are   very  nearly   satisfied 
in  most   cases. 

In the analysis of G , consider first what happens 
to any energy leaving the front surface of the thermopile 
element.      This   will   be   called     E'Ala 

E'Aj.     radiates   in   three  directions: 

1. To   the  radiometer   housing  (surface   ?.) 

2. To   the   surroundings   (surface   4) 

3. To   surface  3 

Therefore: 

S'Ai   »   Pa< 1   E'Ai   +   P4< !   E'AX   +   P3< !   E'Aj. 

The   on orgy     I<2< t   E'Aj      is   completely  absorbed,   as   is 
also     P4<  x   E'Aj..      Consider   now   the   term     P 3^ x  E'Aj.. 
This   is   partially absorbed  and partially reflected; 
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E3   r3<is 1   E'Ai     ia   absorbed,   and     (l-C3)l,
3< 1  E'Aj. 

reflected.      Of   this   last   term     (l  - ^s)^z<^ 1  I,*< sElA-i 
goes   In   the   direction   of' the  surroundingB   and   is   absorbed. 
Term     (l -  e3}tf3< 1  ^^ jjE'Ai     goes   in  the   direction 
of   the  housing   interior  and   ia   absorbed,   and 
(1 -  €3)P3< x  Fr<s 3 E'Ai     is   incident   on  the   thermopile 
receiver   element.     Consequently, 

E'A!   =  Fa-s 1   B!Ai  +  T4< 1   E'A-i   +   €sTa< 1   E'Ai 

+  (1 -  ea)l'a*—i  ?4<e. BE'AJ  +  (1 - e3)F3<—1    *v<—sE'Aj 

+   (1  -  €3)F3«—1   »i< sl'Aj 

and   of   the   original   amount     E'Aj^      leaving  surface   1, 

(1  -   C3)F3< 1   F1<r gE'Ai (*) 

is   returned.      Of   this,      £i(l —   C3)F3< x   F1<s sE'Aj^      is 
reabsorbed,   and     (l -   ex)(l   -   c3)?3< 1   ?i< 3EiA1      is 
reflected.      This   new  quantity may   be   treated   AH   the   orie1- 
inal   quantity     E'AJL.      Therefore,   owing   to   this   term,   the 
quant ity 

(1- e3)F3<—1  Jx<—a     (1- €1){1- €a)Ta*-U  Tx<—3  B*A1   (*) 

is incident on the thermopile receiver strip.  On each suc- 
ceeding reflection, an  additional amount of energy will be 
Incident.  It will be noted that each term is equal to the 
preceding term times the factor  (l — ej,)(l — e^ )F3<_ 1 E1<_3; 
and therefore summation of all such terms may be ezpressod • 
as : 

(1 - (g)?M x Jx< 3 E'Aj [1 + Z + Za + . . .] 

• " (1 - c3)*3« 1  Px^-aE'Ai 

1  -   Z 

where     Z  =  (l -  e^Cl -  E3)F3< x  7X<  

(3) 
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That is, if an amount of power  B'Ax  leaves the surface of 
tho thermopile receiver, the amount represented "by equation 
(2) -is-returned "by reflection from surface 3 and is again 
incident on the thermopile.  The terms making up  Q-0  may 
now he calculated.  The power Incident on 1 (through the 
oponing) "before any reflections from 1 is from the surround- 
ings (direct) 

from the surrounds (by reflection from surface 3) 

(1 " £3) 3P3-C—4^1^-3 = 4 A4 (*) 

from surface 3 

from surface 3 ("by reflection from surface 3) 

(1 - c3) rK-a'sx-e 
E
a
A
3 (6) 

In addition there will "be the amounb of power emitted "by 
the radiometor housing which is reflected from surface 1 
to surface 3 and then reflected from surface 3 to surface 1: 

(1 - d) *i<_a 
AaEa (1 - e3) 

Fi <— 3x3"3<-1    (6a> 

The sum of the powers represented by (3), (4), (5), (6), and 
(6a) are incident upon the receiver element, and of this sum 
the fraction (l — Cj.) is reflectod.  This reflected term may 
T?e treated as the original term  E'Aj  was treated.  There- 
fare, utilising expression (2)f the energy per unit time 
incident on surface 1 due t» power emitted from surfaces 1, 
8, 3, and 4, including the inter—reflections is 

[(3) + (4) + (5) + (6) + (6a)] 

+ (1-Ca) (1-cQJa««-! Ti«-a[(3) + (*)+(5) + (6) + (6a)] 
1 - Z 

1 - z 
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By making use   of   the   "reciprocity"   relation     Fa<   - "b Ah 
= ff-b^ a Aa (reference   \U   ch,   XTIII,   p.   13),   all  the'' 
terms   may "be   expressed  ai   a  function   of     Ax.     Expression 
(7)   then  becomes 

[>4< 1   E4A1    +    (l-C3)T4< 3V3-* 1   ^4*! 

+  c3   7a< i"a^i  +  <l-e3>*a<-3]rs«—1*^       <8a> 

+   (Ba)C(l-gi)(l-gg)   3P3<—1    ?i< 3] (8t)) 

1  -   Z 

+  (1-C3)(^3<—t)'i«-aeiEi   Al 

1 - z 

—1BaAiz I, 
1-Z 

(8c) 

(8d) 

Expression   (8)   (or   (7))   is   equal   to     G0
Ai«      Equating     G0

Ai 
and  (8),   and  dividing   through   by     Ax,      the   equation 

.3 r3<e_xE4 t ic3<—1 *3E3) G0 = [(1; <_! E4 + ( 1-G3) I«« 

+ (l-ea)   l,«ViJ*] 

[(3?4 -t_1E4+(i-es)r4^_3F3<_1E4 + 73^_1t3Ea)+(i-e3)?£<_3r:j<_1 E,] z 

1-Z 

+   (l-Q V«-i Ti<-3 cl  Si    +   ra«-i Ea   z 

1-Z 1-Z 

is   obtained. 

(9) 

If   the  radiometer   were  not   present,   the   irradiation   of 
a  plane   at   the  position   of   the   rocelvor   element   would  be 

G»   =  V«-! E4 +   (l-€3)   E4< E. +   E. 3 £a<—1   •a,4T    x3 < 1    "'S    •E'B e3  E. (10) 

This   is   the   desired  quantity.     Equation  (9)   may  now  "be  written 

Go=G. + at ^+ d-E3)]T?<-3 *W-i B; 

1-Z 

(l_e3)  *<~^ ri<—3 *i  * 1 

1-Z 

C,   E -i 7 a<—iBa  z 

1-Z 1-Z 
(11) 
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Irrore   in  Measuring   Zrradition 

The  first   term   on   the   right-hand  side represents   the 
irradiation   of   the  thermopile* due   to   the various   sources   in 
tho  system  which are   "seen"   by  the   thermopile   through  the 
housing  opening — as   if   the  radiometer  wore  not   there.     The 
remaining  terms   are  due   to   inter—reflections,   between  the 
radiometer  and  surface   3,   of  power   emitted  "by   the   Bouroes 
in  question  and   emitted  by  the  radiometer.     Accurato meas- 
urements   of     Q-'     make   it   necessary   that   the  last   four   terms 
in   equation   (ll)   he very  small.     The  magnitude   of   these  terms 
may he  evaluated.     If   it   is   supposed  that  surface  3   is   large 
enough  so   that   the  receiver   element   sees,   direotly,   only  sur- 
face  3,   the  worst  possible   case  will   have  been   conslderod. 
For   the   type   of   construction used,   the  area   of   tho  recoiver 
strip   is   about   three—quarters of   the   area   of   the  radiometer 
opening.      If   the   distance   from   the  front   of   the  housing  to 
surface  3   is   called     JL,     and  the  distance  from   the   thermo- 
pile   to   the   front   of   tho  housing   is     i,      then   tho   distanco 
from   tho   element   to   surface  3   is      I  +  L,     or   if      I  =  nL, 
it   1B   (n+l)   L.     The  approximate   area   of   the   surfneo   seenwill ce 
(n+l)L/L      times    (area  of   opening). 

If     Aj   =  3/4   tines   (area   of   opening),   then   the  area 
of   surface   3   seen   will   be 

and 

and 

or 

ii   =   3/4    --1- 
A3 n+l 

r
3*S— 1     Al =  *! <—Z  A3 

4(n+l) 

Taking the  worst  possible   case   of   e3  =   0,   and  assuming 
€x =   0.9   (which   is  probably  closo   to   the   correct  value), 

Z  =  ( 1-«i X 1-€ a) ' »3«-i '1 ««-:*•  (l)x(O.l)   r0<_H 

-   tv \av 3 * IP"1 

"   (SWfi)   X4(n+   l) 
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(since     3P3< x   = T0<_E).     Assuming    rs*-3  = *i<-3  and    ra<-i 
=   1     dooB   not   introduce  a   large   error,   the   last   four   terns 
in  (ll)  nay  "be  written  (taking    Ba  =  Ij)     approximately 

(Since  1 -  Z   =   l) 

Since   the   last   terra   in   this   expression   is   only  5  percent   of 
the  second   term,   it  may  he  neglected.     The   error   term  now 
"becomes 

In  most   of   the  radiometers   used,      3ro<- E     waB   approximately 
0.02  (admittance  angle   of   approximately  16   ).      Even   if   a 
radiometer   having     3,

0<_^   equal   0.5     (admittance   angle   of 

90°   were  used   (which   is   very  unlikely)),  the  first   term   above 
would  be   approximately 

G?9 G» 

If     n  =   0     (radiomoter   touching  surfaco),   this   term   is   2 
percent   of     Ö'.      In   tho  much  more   likely   case   of     ^0< a 

=   0.02,      this   term   is   0.003  percent   of     G1,      It   follows 
that   tho   first   term   in   the  foregoing   expression   mn.y  he 
neglocted   in  most   cases   likely  to   be   encountered.      Conse- 
quently  the   error   is 

pg    1   w     6    ,x     *o«-H1 'o<-EoV 
L 4(n +   l) J 

(since  o T^4  =  B3) 

If  n = l£,  ß  is less than W0<— E  times the term  B,o<-RaTh^ 
If  n  is always made equal to or greater than 2, the error 
is proportionally less, and if the surface sighted at is 
partially absorbing, the error will again be proportionally 
less.  This is also true if tho intervening mediums-are ab- 
sorbing. 

If desired, a curve of this error term (ß) may be plotted 
for the particular shape modulus used in order to determine 
an appropriate value of  n. 
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In   cases   where     'o<-EffIh4     1B   a  small  fraction   of     (J1 , 
the percentage   error   becomes  negligible. 

Measurement   of  Hot  Hadiant  Power   Interchange 

Tor   somo  applications   it  may  be  desirable   to   obtain   the 
net   interchange   of  radiant  power   between  the  radiometer   and 
the   objects   or   surfaces   seen   through   bhe   opening by  tho 
element. 

The  net   gain   of  power   (referred  tu  a surface   in place 
of   the  receiver   element  having  the 'emissive power   of   the 
housing)   was   shown   to   be   equal   to 

G0  - V0<r_1a'S*=  X(mv) 

For   the purposes   of   this   analysis   it   will   be useful   to   treat 
tho   term     TF0<_£ffl8       as   if   it   represented  the  power   radi- 
ated   out   of   the   radiometer  by  the   hypothetical   surface   re- 
ferred   te  previously.      This   pewer   may   be   considered,  as   poin^r 
to   surface   3   directly  and   being  absorbed,   to   surface  4   di- 
rectly  and   being  absorbed,   te   surface   4  by  reflection  from 
surfaco  3,   to   surface   2   by  reflection   from   surface  3,   and 
back  to   surface   1  by   reflection  from   surface   3.      ThiB   result 
may  be   expressed  as 

Pa<_EaTa
4  =  P0^_1 Ea  = e3 T3^_1   E3  +   r4<-iEa 

+ (l - ea) r4<_3 r3<_x 3S3 

+   (1 -   €3)   'x-sVi   Ea 

+ (1 - e3) r^g^M-i Sa (12) 

because     T0-«-i =  r3-<—1   +  34<—1   =  ^o-^-H 

3Ba     is  used  here  sinoe   it   is   equal   te     ffTg*.     iJow,   consider 
the  term     (l -   €3)  I,

1<s_3   *3<—1  Ba«     Upon  striking  surface   1, 
part   is   absorbed and part   reflected.      Therefore,   it   is   equal 
te 
£i(l-   «s)   Ij^a r3<-i   sa +  (1 -«1)   (1 ~   c3)'i<*-a Ta<mml  Ba      (13) 

The  second   term  here  may  be  considered   in  two   parts: 
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(1 -  6l)(l -   £3)  JWalW-i  Bax3Pa< 

and !>     (14) 

( 1-Cl )( 1- e3)   lW3*3«e-i Ba X To«-i = *a<-* BS x Z + T«,^ B8X Z 

The  last   term  here,   J0^—x  3Ba
xZ     may  tlxen *e   treated   exactly 

as   was     P0<_1 Es.     Consequently,   equation  (12)   "becomes: 

I0*-i Ba = [e3 »a*-i B
a + »4«-i Ba + (l-OlW-a'a*-! B

a 

+ (l-£3) Ta<-3 Ve-i Ba + €i (l-£3>IW3
I,

3<-i3il
a 

+   Ta^!  3B3XZ]  +  F0^-i   Ea X Z 

=   [«a  *a*-i  E3 +  ^«-i  Ba +  (l-e3)   Va^i^ -3   3"«-l 

+   (l-ca)   Ia<_a I3<_i  Ba + Cl (l-e3)ri<_3I
,
3<_1 

+  »a *-i   BaX Z]   (1+Z)   +   *o«-i  EaXZs 

Continuing   this   process, the   expression 

To 

+  (l-e3)  Ta<_3 P3«_j  Ea +ex   (1-ea)?!. 

+   Pa<_1EaXZ][l+Z+Zs+   .    .    .] 

E 

! Ea   =     [e3 Ja^-i   Ea  +   J,^!   Ea  +   (l-e3)   1T4<_3 »a*-x S3 

p. iBa 

(16) 

(16) 

is   obtained.      The  remainder   term,   after   repeating   this     n 
times   would  he     F0<_1  EaXZ n + i and   as     n —> <* ,   Z n+i 

because     Z     is   less   than   1.     Since   (l  +   Z +   ZE  +   Z3.    .    .) 
=   l/l—Z,     (16)   becomes 

_   T4< . x  E 
1- Z 

a<-3 J3<-i 

(l-Ca)   *4<-g F3<-i   E 
1-Z 

«3     » 3<=-l **£ 

1-Z 
(l-e3)  3,

Prf_,I,,-_1 E 

1-Z 

Combining equations (9) and (16), 

+ ei(l~C3) *a<-l  JK-3 Ea ^34-lIg Z 

1-Z 1-Z 
(17) 
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Go 

or 

- ».-i "= • %*r <•« -••> + (1"ta)iTlT3*"1 <B«-a=> 
+    £3    i3<-1    ^B3- a a)    +    (l-63) ga<~3  *3<-l        / j,     _ 3.    J 

1-Z 1-Z a-    a 

+ '»«-*'   (1, - 1.) 

Q0-fo^-ila   =  ^-   <•«-•„)   +   (l"'a)   3r^T'<"1      <•*-•.) 

+ 
€-±-*L*=±  (E3-Ia)   +   6l   (l-e^3^lTl<-3      (•!-•,) (18) 

Because  Tx  is very nearly equal to  Ts ,   It 
folljws that the last term above is very nearly «ere and 
may he neglected.  Therefore, the net exchange of radiant 
power between the radiometer and the sources seen by the 
thermopile element (referred to a surface in place of the 
receiver element, having the emissive power of the housing) i3 

N^* / net     i_z 1-Z 

e* **-J, (E3-ES) = K(mv)      (19) 
1-Z 

This   equation   is   analogous   to   that   given   in   reference   1, 
A  particular   use   of   this   equation   is   in   emissivity measure- 
ments.     (See  reference   1,)      In  this   case     E4   «=   Sa,   the   re- 
sulting   expression   being 

C3i-f *   (B3 - Ea)   =  g(mT) (20) 

By use of this equation, the emisBlvitieB «f the type de- 
scribed in reference 1 may be obtained. 

If it is desired to find the net exchange of radiant 
power between surface 3 and the surroundings (surface 4)', 
equation (19) reveals the following: 
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ffor   the   case where   the  surroundings   radiate uniformly 
and  the  radiometer   is   at   sufficient   distance  from  the   sur- 
face  sighted  at   (and yet   "sees"   only   the  surface   in  question, 
surface  3)"so   that     \<   3    is  nearly  1, 

(T4<_x   =   0,   and     Z —*• 0) 

K(mv)a  =   (l-ea)Va^r_1   (B4-Ea) + £a   *3««!-i (B3 - Eg) 

or 

Z(mv)a  =  Ig^-i   ( B4-Ea) + e3 T3<_1 ( E3-B4 ) 

When   the  radiometer   is   sighted   in   the   opposite   direction, 
the  radiometer  would   give 

K(mv)b  =  r3^_i   (B4-Ba) 

Therefore,   the  difference   is 

K   [(mv)a-  (BIT)*]  =   e3   %<-i   (B3-B4) 

which is the power lost "by radiation to the surroundingu in 
the direction of the radiometer by surface 3. 
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Figure 3.- This picture illus- 
trates the reduc- 

tion in size without reduction 
in voltage response to irradi- 
ation made possible by impro- 
ved design of thermopile. 

Figure 4.- Sensitive elements 
of thermopile radi- 

ometers shown in figure 3 are 
shown adjacent to the improved 
portable model. 

2& 

Figure 5.- Assembled portable 
radiometer employing 

thermopile similar to that used 
in larger model of figure 3. 

Figure 6.- Unassembled portable 
radiometer as shown 

in figure 5. 
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are included. 
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